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The objective of this meeting was to identify critical long-term issues, directions, and strategies
for nanoscale transistor research and approaches to maximize the impact of computational
electronics on advanced device research.  Challenges for silicon CMOS transistors beyond the
Roadmap as well as those for alternative devices were addressed.  In brief, the issues
addressed were:

Session I: What are the important problems?

Session II: What is the underlying theory?

Session III: How should existing simulation tools be extended and new tools
created?

Session IV: How should we collaborate and share results?

Each session opened with short presentations to identify issues, then the floor was opened to
discussion.  After sessions on device technology, device physics, device simulation, and
technology transfer, outreach, and collaboration, the summary discussion addressed the role of
computational electronics in the future, important problems for computational electronics to
address, and on strategies for maximizing the effectiveness of computational electronics.  This
report is a summary of that meeting and of the conclusions reached.
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Overall Conclusions

1) What are the important problems?
As we push silicon technology to its limits, the focus in computational electronics
should begin shifting from building and extending simulation tools and matching
measured data towards identifying and attacking important problems, inventing
devices, proposing experiments, etc.  This was stated variously as “start with an
important problem” or “begin with an application or product in mind.”  Examples were
given in which the development of a significant tool or numerical method was the by-
product of solving an important problem.  In this regard, an important message was
that computational experts and experimentalists need to work closely together.  While
this is more difficult for universities than for industry, it is an issue that universities and
their partners and sponsors should address.  If the focus of computational electronics
research shifts towards solving problems and inventing solutions, the product of such
research will be a solution to a problem, a deeper understanding of an issue, a proof-of-
concept of a new device or technology, or a proposal for new experiments, rather than
solely the development of a software tool.  There continue to important needs for
developing and extending software tools and numerical algorithms and this type of
research should not be neglected as the emphasis shifts.

Several specific problems for computational electronics to address were also identified.
There is a need to move past continuum treatments to deal directly with atomic scale
structure, fluctuations, and discrete charge effects.  Reliability should be treated by
simulation.  Tunneling through oxides and from band-to-band is increasingly
important.  Contacts are becoming an integral part of the device and should be dealt
with directly.  A gap was identified between computational models of complex physical
phenomena and the compact models that provide the conceptual view used by
technology developers and for circuit design.  In short, the message was that
computational electronics needs to deal with a broader (and more complex) range of
problems than in the past.  Many of these new problems will involve working at the
molecular and atomic scales.  Doing so will not only help us understand problems
caused by atomic scale effects, but may also help us address technological roadblocks
by developing techniques for engineering devices, interfaces, contacts on an atomic
scale.

(i) What is the underlying theory?
To deal with new problems (fluctuations, reliability, tunneling, discrete charges, etc.
quantum mechanical effects and atomic scale potentials must be treated.  The numerical
challenges are substantial and call for research on new approaches and algorithms.
Several different theoretical formulations of the quantum transport problem are being
pursued, but there is still no clear understanding of the merits and limitations of each
approach.  The problems and issues associated with fully quantum models at the atomic
scale must be sorted out as the different approaches are explored.  Although we expect
is that “well-tempered MOSFETs” will continue to operate in an essentially classical
manner for some time, to comprehend atomic scale effects, (fluctuations, reliability,
etc.), a full quantum simulation tool is essential.  Working at the atomic and molecular
levels may help us development new was to engineer electronic devices.

The development of full quantum, atomic scale simulator will help address several key
issues for future devices, but such models are unlikely to become the TCAD tools of
the future.  Device engineers and researchers will continue to utilize the simplest tool
that adequately captures the relevant physics for the problem at hand.  Present-day tools
such as drift-diffusion, energy transport, etc. must continue to evolve so that they can
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meet future needs.  As devices are pushed to their limits, these tools need to be
extended to treat quantum effects, quasi-ballistic transport, etc  The problem of
interrelating models at different levels of the hierarchy needs to be addressed, and
detailed simulations  should be used to guide the development of phenomenological,
and even compact, models.  

(ii) How should new tools created and existing tools extended?
The development of significant, new simulation tools is a slow process requiring many
person-years of effort, but the pace of technology development is quickening.  The
computational electronics community must learn to develop codes and solve problems
more quickly.  The use of problem-solving environments (e.g. MATLAB), off-the-
shelf components, scripting approaches (e.g. PROPHET, ALAMODE), and modern
programming methodologies should be accelerated.  It may be beneficial to share codes
better and to adapt existing codes to new problems.  Universities feel that they can still
address computational problems with significant numerical challenges, but it is
unrealistic to expect the resulting codes to have industrial-strength in terms of user
interfaces, visualization, robustness, etc.  Research sponsors should view the problem
solved or understood, the device invented, or the approach or algorithm demonstrated
as the primary research product and the software tool as a proof-of-concept
demonstration.

Existing tools should continue to evolve as guided by experiments and by more detailed
simulations.  Testing new and extended codes against experiments is difficult, time-
consuming, and essential.  New ways to provide university researchers with access to
experimental data should be discussed and explored.  This issue may be addressed in
part by encouraging more collaborations between experimental teams.  Given the large
number of computational tools that will continue to be used, questions of understanding
the role and limitations of various methods should also be addressed.  Regular use of
community-wide “gedanken” devices could help the computational electronics
community sort these issues out and to develop a deeper understanding of specific
problems.

(iii) How should we collaborate and share results?
The university computational electronics community needs to strengthen its ties to
experimentalists, both to help identify and address important problems and to test
computational models against data.  Better ways to collaborate (computationalist to
computationalist and computationalist to experimentalist) should be also developed.
There is no substitute for working together under one roof, but web-based approaches
(web-based simulation, collaborative environments, etc.) can help.  Mechanisms to
share codes better and more generally to improve the productivity of the code-building
process should be developed.  To explore new approaches, the electronics community
should also develop ties to others fields exploring molecular scale structures (e.g.
molecular electronics and biology).
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Where to From Here?

In looking back on this workshop in the future, the question will be: What did the
computational electronics community do differently as a result of meeting at NIST?  The
answer to that question will depend in large measure on how the two sponsors for the
workshop, the National Science Foundation Distributed Center for Advanced Electronics
Simulations (DesCArtES) the Semiconductor Research Corporation respond to the
opportunities and challenges identified during the workshop as well as how the participants
themselves respond.  Four specific activities are occurring as follow-up or response to the
workshop.

1) DesCArtES Plans for Research, Education, and Outreach
DesCArtES provides leadership to the computational electronics community and a forum in
which the community can meet, discuss,  debate, and collaborate.  Since  one of the major
focuses of DesCArtES, atomic scale simulation, is a critical  need identified by the workshop,
it will be natural for DesCArtES to provide leadership in this area.  Work at Stanford
(ALAMODE) and at the Center’s partner, Lucent Bell Labs (PROPHET) address the code-
building efficiency issues identified as critical.  In the past, the Center’s predecessor (NCCE)
played an important role in standardizing carrier transport models; it should be able to play a
similar role in the future.  Finally, the Center’s work on web-based simulation, collaborative
environments, and distributed visualization can be used to foster collaborations between
computational researchers and to connect computationalists and experimentalists.  Many of the
issues raised in the workshop were the very reasons for the founding of DesCArtES, but as
we plan the Center’s second and third year activities, the issues will be revisited and our plans
refined.

2) SRC Planning for Long-Term  Modeling and Simulation:
The SRC can play an important role in achieving the workshop’s objectives.  It can help
broaden the problems addressed by computational electronics, support efforts to understand
and model atomic scale effects, while at the same time seeing that present-day tools continue to
evolve.  It can encourage computationalists and experimentalists to work more closely
together, perhaps by encouraging joint proposals focussed on an important problem.  This
may be one way to address the issue of getting experimental data to computationalists in
universities.  The SRC could also support and encourage and support activities, perhaps even
educational activities, to increase the productivity of code building.  Focussed technical
meetings (so-called Topical Review Meetings) could help identify issues, gaps in
understanding, and limitations of current tools.  Finally, it can encourage a focus on the use of
computation to solve problems and invent new devices by de-emphasizing the delivery of a
code as the primary measure of success for a program.  On a more philosophical note, the
SRC should discuss the role and expectations for university research in the present
environment.  Given the accelerating pace of technology development and that CMOS scaling
is a relatively well-understood optimization problem for the next few years, what kinds of
problems should universities address?

3) Third NASA Ames Device Modeling Workshop
NASA Ames Research Center combines activities on molecular electronics (carbon nanotubes)
with research on nanoscale silicon transistors.  These two communities now share a common
interest in electronic conduction at atomic and molecular scales and should be able to learn
much from each other.  With its strong ties to both communities and its location in silicon
valley, NASA Ames is positioned to bring these two communities together.  The Third Device
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Modeling Workshop to be held in the summer of 1999 is now being planned as a follow up to
this workshop.  The meeting will be center on nanoscale electronic devices, both silicon
transistors and molecular electronic devices and will strive to bring these two communities
together and to initiate a dialog between them.

4) A Gedanken Assessment of Ultimate MOSFET Physics and Simulation
During the course of the meeting, it was suggested by Dimitri Antoniadis that a comparison of
a set of hypothetical devices designed to be “well-tempered MOSFETs” would be a useful way
to understand the limits of drift-diffusion transport theory.   It would also help sort out the role
and limitations of the several different approaches that are available and be an exercise to
develop a deeper understanding of the physics of ultimate MOSFETs as illuminated by various
types of approaches.  It is not intended as a simple comparison of current vs. voltage
characteristics.  Dimitri Antoniadis has agreed to design a set of devices, by drift-diffusion
simulation, beginning at the 100 nm node where data is available and decreasing as far as
possible.  Mark Lundstrom and Meyya Meyyappan will assist.  It is hoped that the exercise
will prove to be a useful way for computationalists and experimentalists to understand what
currently-available tools have to say about the physics of end-of-the-roadmap MOSFETs.  The
intent is to learn about the models we have and about the physics of future devices.  Depending
on how the project progresses, it may be possible to conduct a session on this topic at the
NASA Ames meeting or to conduct an SRC Topical Review Meeting on the subject.

5) Compact Modeling Initiative
The need to connect the developers of compact models to the computational electronics
community so that physically detailed models can serve a the “laboratory” for the development
of new compact models was highlighted as important.  Bob Dutton and Don Scharfetter are
exploring was to follow up on this suggest.
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To give some indication of how the general conclusions and recommendations arose from the
discussion, we briefly summarize each session and the discussion that followed.  Copies of the
transparencies that each speaker used are also attached.

Session I: Technological Issues for Nanoscale Transistors
Chaired by:  Steve Hillenius, Lucent and Mark Lundstrom, Purdue

The objectives of this session were to identify issues as the experimentalists see them, to
understand how they use simulations now, what capabilities they feel are missing, and what
important problems they feel should be addressed by advanced simulation.  Other questions
included:  What has worked in the past and what do we need to do differently or better in the
future?  The speakers in this session are currently struggling with challenges of future silicon
technologies, but they also have considerable experience with developing and using
simulations.

Mark Pinto of Lucent stressed the importance of creating a network of computationalists and
experimentalists.  He identified the role of modeling and simulations as (i) predictive device
design, predictive device characterization, (iii) device analysis, and (iv) prediction and
invention.  He stressed the importance of starting with an important problem and of
experimentalists and computationalists working together.  (Don Scharfetter’s and Mark Law’s
work was cited as two examples of where the development of numerical methods and tools
was focussed on solving an important problem.)  In solving a problem, one should pick the
simplest possible model that captures the essential physics.

In looking at technical challenges for transistors below 50 nm channel lengths, Pinto identified
atomic scale control and statistical fluctuations as key issues.  As for other challenges he
identified the increasing complexity of simulation (physics, people, and computing) and the
need to deal with reliability and fluctuations directly.  He also pointed out that RF and
optoelectronics are increasingly important for Lucent and that Si processing may become
commoditized, which would affect the support for device simulation.

Philip Wong of IBM noted that in advanced device research, modeling and simulation are
used to (i) explore limits, (ii) understand device physics, and (ii) project the performance of
future devices.  Drift-diffusion continues to be a useful tool for electrostatic device design,
Monte Carlo simulation is better for on-current and hot carriers.  Advanced device researchers
lack tools for 2 and 3D quantum effects, for simulating tunneling, and for treading 3D device
structures.

Don Scharfetter of Intel stressed the importance of linking modeling and simulation to an
application or product.  He brought up the issue of compact models and use of device
simulation as a laboratory for the development of compact models.  He noted that product
development cycles are decreasing and that extensions of the current poly gate/bulk CMOS
paradigm is the best approach at least to 0.1 micron.  For the next few years, CMOS scaling is
essentially an optimization problem.  Critical physics issues for modeling and simulation
include quantum effects, tunneling, and predictions of gate and substrate currents.  A change is
that gate currents can no longer be neglected and that effects we’ve dealt with for some time,
such as the temperature dependence of substrate current may change for very short channels.

Dimitri Antoniadis of MIT reviewed device requirements in terms of key figures of merit.
He asserted that “the well-tempered MOSFET” (one with the required drive current, low DIBL,
and low off-current) was unlikely to display pronounced velocity overshoot or quasi-ballistic
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effects.  His conclusion was that it is reasonable to expect drift-diffusion to adequately describe
devices for some time.  He felt that process simulation was the limit and that inverse modeling
may be our only means to deduce 2D profiles.

Jim Plummer of Stanford felt that the biggest surprises come from the process simulation
side.  In his view, device simulation tools are still much better than process simulation tools,
and he agreed that drift-diffusion appears to work adequately for well-designed transistors.
For the next 15 years, he felt that the device issues were relatively well-understood and
mentioned contact resistance and atomic scale structure as specific issues to address.  He also
showed recent work at Stanford on vertical silicon pillars and self-limiting oxidation.  New
processing ideas like these could lead to new device structures.

Kang Wang of UCLA talked about the opportunities for multi-functional devices fabricated
vertically.  To address future device challenges, self-assembled and self-regulated devices
should be explored.  He also speculated about engineering the thermal properties of
nanostructures (phonon engineering) in ways that might be beneficial to devices.

Session I Discussion:

The discussion focussed on five questions:

1) What are the critical issues and important problems to address?

2) What device comes after the minimum MOSFET?

3) How are models used now, how should they be used in the future?

4) Do we have to necessary tools; do we need new tools?

5) Does modeling and simulation need to change to address new challenges?

With regard to question 1), the feeling was that modeling I-V is not a critical issue now, but it
could become one in the future.  Some in the audience thought that drift-diffusion will work to
the minimum MOSFET and others said they already see limitations at 0.1 micron.  It was felt
that device simulation needs to address a broader range of problems than in the past.  Contacts
should be regarded as a part of the device and treated properly.  Fluctuations and atomic scale
effect needs to be addressed.  Reliability should be dealt with by simulation, and gate and
substrate currents are increasingly important.  More generally, the need to focus on an
important problem and to work closely with experimentalists in addressing it came through.
Over the years, modeling and simulation has developed into a separate discipline focussed on
developing tools.  This approach has been highly successful in developing new approaches and
tools, but it appears to be time to reconnect to experimentalists as we begin to address new
issues.  This connection issue may be a more difficult one for the universities than for industry.

As the discussion evolved, it became apparent that many felt that question 2) was too narrow.
At this stage, it doesn’t seem possible to predict that the MOSFET will be replaced by another
switch.  It’s more likely that we’ll end up with the minimum MOSFET plus other devices that
add functionality.  Multi-functional devices were thought to be interesting areas to explore,
both by experiment and simulation.  Still, it seems appropriate for device simulation to focus
on the MOSFET with the expectations that while doing so we will develop an understanding of
nanodevices and the tools needed to address a broader set of devices and device issues in the
future.  Finally, there were strong feelings expressed that modeling and simulation should be
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inventing new devices and experiments rather than simply optimizing designs or fitting I—V
data.

With regard to question 3), models continue to be used to design and optimize device and to
explore new concepts and make projections for new technology.  In addition, models are
increasingly being used to interpret experiments (e.g. in deducing doping profiles from
scanning tunneling probe measurements or by inverse modeling) and in the future, they may be
used for reliability design as well. In brief, simulation tools are used to solve problems and
inspire invention.  With the challenges we now face, the time is right to increase the emphasis
on inspiring invention.

With regard to question 4), the answer is that we may have the tools for well-tempered
MOSFETs for the next few years.  Dimitri Antoniadis suggested that a comparison of
gedanken devices, well-designed, bulk  MOSFETs beginning at L = 100 nm and ending at the
limit for well-temperedness, might be a good vehicle for help use sort out the limitations and
the role for the various tools we already have.  They might also be a vehicle for integrating
understanding from a variety of approaches in order to understand the physical limits of
MOSFETs.  There was a general feeling that a new class of tools to deal with atomic scale
effects is needed.  Such models would likely be based on a full-quantum approach including
inelastic scattering.  They should help us understand the role of quantum mechanics in
nanotransistors and the effects of atomic scale fluctuations.  Being based on an atomic basis,
they should also permit us to deal with reliability issues by simulation.  At the same time, it
was clear that device researchers continue to pick the simplest tool that is adequate for the
problem and that, therefore, current tools should continue to evolve by incorporating insights
form more advanced tools that are developed.

Question 5) addressed the need for change in the way modeling and simulation are done.  The
importance of focusing on an important problem, as opposed to the development of a tool, was
stressed by several.  Especially for universities, there is a need to better connect
computationalists and experimentalists.  Given the rapid paces of technology research and
development, the modeling and simulation community needs to learn how to develop tools
more quickly.  While writing one’s own programs from scratch is educational, there is also a
need to share tools better to avoid duplication when appropriate.  The question of what kinds of
problems universities should be working was raised in follow-up electronic mail discussions.
If CMOS scaling is a relatively well-understood optimization problem for the next several
years, can the universities play a role?  Should they try, or should they be working on different
kinds of problems?  What kinds of problems are most appropriately addressed by universities?

Session IIA: Device Physics Issues for Nanoscale Transistors
Chaired by:  Dave Ferry, Arizona State University

The objectives of this session were to identify the key questions in physics that will arise as
devices are scaled well under 100 nm.  Speakers in this session addressed these issues from a
theoretical point of view.  Some specific questions were:

1) How do we understand the connection between quantum and classical
transport, both of which occur in a device

2) What is the role of discrete charge effects and particle-particle interactions?
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3) How do we put quantum mechanics into the models properly?  What is the role
and what are the limitations of simplified approaches such as local density
approximations  (quantum potentials)?

4) Given the short time a carrier spends in a device, how important are memory
effects?

5) How should Poisson’s equation be augmented to treat inhomogeneous device
structures (e.g. density functional theory)?

Karl Hess of the University of Illinois presented a general overview of the physics and
computational issues for nanoelectronics.  He pointed out that nanodevices often have quantum
regions imbedded into classical reservoirs.  The quantum well laser is an example.  In such a
device, one needs to couple solutions to the Schroedinger equation with those to Maxwell’s
equations, and the Boltzmann equation.  Small devices also lead to high carrier concentrations,
which makes many body solutions necessary.  And finally, a general theme is all
nanostructures is the need to deal with atomistic structure – especially if one is to deal with
reliability in simulations.

Dragica Vasileska of Arizona State discussed the role of discrete impurity charges in
nanodevices.  In such devices, the concept of a smooth, uniform jellium of dopants must be
replaced by an atomistic treatment of individual dopant.  The effects lead to fluctuations in
threshold voltages that are becoming significant.  At the same time, increasing densities of
dopants leads to multiple scattering, an electron wave diffracts off several impurities at once.
Conventional treatments of ionized impurity scattering over-estimate scattering in this regime.
High carrier densities also increase the importance of electron-electron interactions.  Some new
approaches to treating these problems were presented.

Umberto Ravaioli of the University of Illinois presented Monte Carlo simulation results for
nanotransistors.  He showed that the spatial location of maximum hot electron populations,
which occurs inside the drain, varies in a counter intuitive way as the channel lengths shrink.
He also used Monte Carlo simulation to examine the Schottky barrier MOSFET, a alternative
device idea.  He made the point that this is one example where the contact is becoming an
integral part of the device and stressed the need to treat contacts properly in nanotransistors.

Max Fischetti of IBM Research is engaged in the development of a new simulation tool at
IBM Research.  Reflecting on the development of the DAMOCLES Monte Carlo simulation
program, he noted that in spite of its success as a research tool, it has displaced very little drift-
diffusion simulation.  Users seem to prefer the simplest, most familiar tool that will do the job
for them – even if it takes more time than a Monte Carlos simulation, as it sometimes does.  He
cautioned that in developing new, atomic scale simulation tools, the modeling and simulation
community should clearly understand why it is being developed and not oversell the new tool
as a solution to all problems.  As far as the physics of small devices is concerned, electrostatics
and Coulomb interactions are extremely important.  There are still questions about
understanding the size of an electron and how to treat contacts as an integral part of the device.
Different groups are exploring different approaches, and there are still many questions.

Supriyo Datta of Purdue University approached the problem of understanding the physics of
nanotransistors from the perspective of one who has worked on conduction in atoms and
molecules.  At this point, one would expect that approaches that have been successful in
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computational chemistry should be applicable to transistors and other electronic devices as
well.  He pointed out that there are several subtle issues involved in quantum transport in the
presence  of inelastic scattering and that it is possible to implement plausible approaches that
produce answers that are very wrong.  For example, he presented a toy problem which showed
that the current through a transistor can actually increase in the presence of scattering.

Session IIA Discussion:
One part of the discussion focussed on questions regarding quantum transport, such as how
should inelastic scattering be treated, what does locality mean, what memory of the source does
the electron retain in it brief transit to the drain, how does tunneling really occur?  etc.  The
conversation made it clear that this is uncharted area where answers are still being debated.
Nevertheless, the consensus was that the device community needs to learn to deal with the
atomic scale and to understand it.  In response to questions about how would the “well-
tempered MOSFET” be affected by quantum effects, the consensus was that devices would
continue to behave essentially classically for some time with quantum perturbations to
threshold voltage, gate capacitance, etc.  It was noted, however, that for thin-channel SOI
transistors, the self-consistent electrostatics should be affected by quantum confinement.  It
may turn out that for such devices, drift-diffusion will  cease to be an adequate tool for
designing MOSFETs with electrostatic integrity.  This is one issue that should be addressed by
the developing quantum simulation codes.  The strong support for new, full quantum device
simulation tools does not arise from an expectation of strong quantum effects (e.g. interference
effects) but because they are needed to understand atomic and quantum scale fluctuations,
discrete charge effects, etc.

Session IIB: Device Simulation Issues
Chaired by Steve Laux, IBM Research

The purview of this session was a bit muddy because the physics-to-code transition has players
with many backgrounds and interests, since the creation of computational models requires such
a breadth of expertise.  Mostly, our codes are authored by physicists or engineers who are
struggling to code well, and not by programmers who are struggling to understand physics.
So, besides understanding the physical basis required as discussed in Session IIA, we need to
discuss how the necessary codes are going to be created, and whether they will be available
before all of the relevant questions posed by device people have been dismissed for lack of
quantitative insight, or because experimental clarification is finally available.

Roger Lake , Raytheon described his experiences in the development of NEMO, a
NanoElectronic MOdeling tool for III-V devices developed while he was at Texas Instruments.
In his opinion, the issues associated with modeling quantum effects at the molecular level are
primarily numerical rather than theoretical.  The use of sp3s* hamiltoniums on an atomic scale
lattice lead to huge matrices, which makes it essential to minimize the size of the quantum
region and to use a simpler description where adequate.  In his experience, advanced tools such
as NEMO will be used by device researchers if they are easy to use.  Software should be
developed as a design tool from the outset.  In response to a question, he noted that NEMO
was about a 44,000 person-hour project with roughly half of that having to do with input,
output, gluing pieces together, etc.

Kent Smith, Lucent Bell labs noted that current design tools use moment-based transport
models while research tools use Monte Carlo or Boltzmann transport kernals.  In thinking
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about tools for the future, it would be helpful to build on what we have by extending them to
treat ballistic effects, quantum mechanical corrections, and ultra-thin oxide effects and
fluctuations.  Key issues are to capture the relevant physics and to verify models by
experiments.  Model development times can be long, but verification can take just as long.  A
key question is:  what are the experiments needed to verify models for future devices?

Steve Laux, IBM Research discussed issues involved in the development of comprehensive,
physically detailed simulation tools.  He noted the Roger Lake’s estimate of roughly 40,000
person hours for tool development applied to the DAMOCLES program as well.  The next
challenge is to include quantum mechanics in our models.  He noted that one never knows
where the program is heading at the start of a project and that it would be beneficial to share
code so that others can put their ideas in it.  A key issue in the development of these kinds of
detailed simulation tools is the need to produce results in time for them to be useful.  Capturing
the important physics in a new model is difficult, but essential.  He discussed the role of
Coulomb interactions in hot carrier effects as one example.

Connor Rafferty, Lucent Bell Labs talked about methods to produce simulations tools in
time to be useful.  He talked about several methods that he has used or seen used with success.
One example was the use of high-level scripting languages like the Bell Labs PROPHET or
Stanford ALAMODE.  Also known as “dial an operator,” these methods reduce the need for
low-level coding.  He gave examples of object-oriented approaches used in the circuit
simulation community that could prove useful in computational electronics.  Canned packages
such as MATLAB or Tcl/Tk can also be used with great benefit.  Finally, the development of
user interfaces is an important issues and does not need to be re-invented each time.  Increasing
the use of off-the-shelf packages and modern software engineering practices could shorten the
development time for new tools and leave more time to focus on physics and applications.

Session IIB Discussion:
One part of the discussion centered on how important process simulation is to device
simulation.  Quantitative device simulation results are hostage to doping profiles.  One of the
industrial participants noted that the role of device simulation should be different in looking at
long term issues.  Rather than following process simulation with device simulation, device
simulation can be used to invent devices and experiments that should be done.  Related to this
issues was the role of “knobs” in device simulators.  Adjustable parameters can create
agreement with data, which is necessary for technology development, but there is little physical
insight.  One can learn much from detailed simulations, but they may not fit experimental data.
Both detailed and phenomenological models are needed, but their different roles should be
recognized.

The issue of creating new codes was also discussed.  Development of a tool like DAMOCLES
or NEMO is a major undertaking involving something like 40,000 person-hours by
experienced researchers.  Questions about how universities, with students still learning
devices, physics, and software, can do such work arise.  University groups feel that significant
codes can still be developed, but the use of new programming techniques (OO) and prototyping
methods (dial-an-operator) should be promoted.  University codes should be developed for
solving a problem or testing concepts and approaches and should not be expected to have the
industrial strength or user interface and visualization capabilities of industrially-developed
tools.  Computational electronics is broader than developing a code for users; there are times
when the objective is to solve a problem. not to develop a tool, but the issues of responding
quickly still arise.
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Other topics discussed were the requirement that physical models be independently verified, the
need to involve users at the outset, and the benefits of sharing and recycling codes.  It was
noted, however, that buying or obtaining a code is different from the learning that occurs when
one builds a code from scratch.  The first step in building a code that is used, is to make a code
that is useful.  It is beneficial to involve users at the outset.  GUI’s and visualization are
increasingly important as are ease of use and calibration.   Finally, with regard to quantum
transport, it seems clear that a variety of formulations, approaches, and numerics should be
pursued since there are still many unsettled questions.

Session III:  Collaboration and Outreach
Chaired by BOB Dutton, Stanford

The focus of this panel was to discuss critical issues related to collaborative environments,
education, outreach and “technology transfer” for future electronics research.  The panel
members described:

(i) software that supports modeling of advanced physics, benchmarking and
collaborative environments,

(ii) government (mission oriented) labs now doing broad and basic science
(iii) detailed experimental work and experiences with  NNUN as new experimental

“collaboratorium”

(iv) views from industry on research needs and on education, partnerships,
collaborations, and technology transfer.

The questions posed to the panelists were:.

1) How can computationalists and experimentalists become better connected and
more collaborative on key challenges?

2) How should universities and national labs work together on these key
challenges?

3) How should universities and industry work together on these  key challenges?
(can "tech transfer" be re-invented)

4) How can these partnerships address the critical issues raised in earlier
discussions? (i.e. holes in understanding, new levels of understanding...etc.)

5) What are the new challenges for graduate engineering education in this area?
(how do we attract talented new researchers and what are the most productive
ways to train them

6) How do we fund the research necessary to address the key challenges in
electronics? (is this now industry's responsibility or is the government support
called for?)

Jim Plummer of Stanford presented his answers to four of the questions posed to the panel.
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His answer to question 1) was:  By building teams.  Since Universities do not usually have
strong groups in both areas, geographically distributed teams will be necessary.  A distributed
computational network is easier than distributed experimental facilities, but NNUN is an
example of the latter.

In response to question 2), Plummer noted that because industry funding is << federal
funding, industry does not set the research agenda.  The best minds at Universities will find
ways to work on long range, curiosity driven problems.  Industry, on the other hand, usually
perceives it needs to be more short term.  The issues are that Universities do not have the
experimental capability to work on near term industry problems and the long term federal
research no longer compliments the nearer term industry desires.  Either industry begins to
support long term research in the universities or it will disappear.

In response to question 5),  students like to work on long range curiosity driven projects. If
there are no opportunities to work on such problems related to the semiconductor industry,
then they will move on into other research directions.

Finally, about funding, question 6), Plummer noted that government funding is essentially
gone.  It appears that universities are moving on to new research areas, there will be a
downsizing of research on semiconductor industry problems in favor of emerging areas, or
stated more positively, the universities are moving on to build new applications for chips and to
define follow-on industries.

Mark Lundstrom, Purdue addressed the question of connecting computationalists and
experimentalists, question 1).  He presented the use of web-based simulation as a solution to
part of the problem.  Experiences with the Purdue University Network Computing Hubs
(PUNCH) were described.  The system has been operational for about four years and has
accumulated over one million hits.  Users can access and operate simulation tools through a
web browser.  About 30 computational electronics tools are now installed.  The infrastructure
has been designed to accommodate software tools as they are, without rewriting them for web
access.  The infrastructure also accommodates interactive programs with, if network bandwidth
is sufficient.  A DesCArtES toolkit of advanced simulation tools is also being implemented.  It
currently consists of a 2D full band Monte Carlo simulator from the University of Illinois, , a
1D scattering matrix BTE solver from Purdue, and a 1D Schroedinger-Poisson solver for MOS
and SOI structures from Arizona State.  Four years of experience indicates that web-based
simulation is accepted and useful.  It seems to be particularly useful and convenient for
students and for experimentalists with problems to solve.  Current users include students and
researchers across the US and the world.  Some of the possibilities for enlarging the Hub
include an on-line tool-kit for advanced electronics simulations, that might include a repository
for community codes which would allow ready access to tools for problem solvers (i.e.
experimentalists) and would also be a resource for education.  It wold also provide a vehicle
for sharing codes among the computational electronics community.  On-going work at the
University of Illinois and Stanford University on collaborative and problem solving
environments, and on network-based visualization could further enhance the effectiveness of
the infrastructure.  The Hub can be accessed at http//www.ecn.purdue.edu/labs/punch/ and
courtesy accounts are available so that users can operate simulation tools.

Meyya Meyyappan, NASA Ames Research Center addressed question 2) by describing
work  in nanoscale device modeling at Ames.  The device interests include devices for petaflop
computing, optical interconnects, THz modulation, and novel quantum devices and
architectures.  Specific research projects at Ames include work on a non-equilibrium Green
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function device simulator, Wigner function transport, quantum hydrodynamics, device
physics, computational optoelectronics, atomic chain electronics, and carbon nanotubes for
nanoelectronics.  Collaborations are on-going with Stanford, Lucent, Washington State
University, University of Arizona, and Arizona State.  The linking of models (tool-process-
device) and platform sharing are important goals.  Similarities in models (all are PDE based for;
devices-drift diffusion and hydrodynamic; process-diffusion; and reactor-computational fluid
dynamics) support a common platform, which permits facilitates the rapid development of new
codes.  Other benefits include automated communication between models, shared grid
packages, less training and support, and an easy route to TCAD.  

Rajinder Khosla, NSF responded to several of the questions by describing the National
Science Foundation programs in solid state microstructures.   The core strategies of NSF
include the development of intellectual capital, strengthening of physical infrastructure, the
integration of research and education, and the promotion of partnerships.  The goals of NSF
are to support discoveries at and across the frontiers of science and engineering, to make
connections between discoveries and societal uses, the development of a diverse, globally-
oriented scientific and engineering workforce, and improved math and science skills by
Americans.  A large number of NSF programs exist to support and promote various forms of
academic research and faculty development and industry-university partnerships.  Three of the
growth areas at NSF are Micro-chip technology, information technology, and biotechnology.
There is a significant area of overlap and synergy in these areas and a number of programs
exist to promote this synergy.

Robert Doering, Texas Instruments presented an industrial perspective on the questions
posed to the panel.  On attracting talent too the semiconductor field, he allowed that the
roadmap may be getting in the way and the notion:  'Roadmap, ergo, est' must be dispelled.
The message must be spread that the roadmap is a dynamic vision of presumed business needs
and that the red sections of it represent problems that no one yet knows the solutions for.  
With regard to new models for funding research, possible new models include the NSF
Engineering Research Centers, MARCO, and the SRC CRADA with DOE.  The 'virtual fab'
model, where wafers are shipped around the country to be processed, is another possibility.
Finally, the notion of a government 'Department of Nanotechnology' was put forward as a
possibility in the future for increased government dollars.

Session III Discussion:
Government funding for semiconductor industry related research in the universities is going
declining and long term research in this area will not be done unless the industry supports it.
Methods for improving university-industry collaboration, but perhaps more to the point,
theorist/computaionalist-experimentalist collaborations must be found.  Teaming and joint
ventures must be encouraged and supported.  Since individual universities can not afford the
experimental facilities required, distributed experimental facilities such as the NNUF must be
used and the 'virtual fab' must be supported and become successful.  Positive indications of
the recognition of the need for collaboration include the extensive discussions at the workshop
on the needs for experimentalists and theorists to work together as teams, the beginning of a
collaboration using the well-tempered MOSFET as a benchmark for simulation/physics, and
the extensive discussion of the desirability to develop models to share as well as promoting
vehicles to facilitate sharing, such as web-based computation.  The notion that the roadmap
signifies that all the interesting, long range research in semiconductors has been done must be
dispelled in order too continue to attract the most talented students to semiconductor research.


